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Summary
LUMA Hotel Times Square recently launched a seasonal photography walk and conversation
series with award-winning photographer Grant Legan
Description
LUMA Hotel Times Square is pleased to launch Chasing Light, a new seasonal photography
walk and conversation series, led by skilled photographer Grant Legan. This exclusive series
will explore the concept of light and photography within the three iconic New York City
neighborhoods that intersect at LUMA. Grant will lead an engaging discussion on harnessing
light as an inspirational tool in everyday photography. Open to hotel guests and locals, each
walk will explore neighboring Times Square, the Garment District, and Bryant Park during the
magical “golden hour,” when the city transitions from afternoon to evening, offering a unique
opportunity to photograph the city through a captivating light. Grant will lead the conversation
around how light plays a huge role in our lives and how he has utilized it in his work, while
attendees manipulate light to capture stunning photography of the surrounding skyscrapers,
billboards, greenery, and more. The walk will conclude in one of the hotel’s suites overlooking
the city, for a final photo-worthy moment from a unique vantage point. LUMA selected Grant
based on his striking travel, lifestyle, and fashion photography, which has been highly sought
after for commercial and editorial campaigns by top brands like Michael Kors, Elizabeth +
James, and Billabong. The hotel was intrigued by his emphasis on exploiting the power of light,

which aligns with its core approach to hospitality. LUMA has a passion to bring light into every
aspect of the guest experience, from the lobby where guests are welcomed by a large light wall
and a ceiling of evolving colorful illuminations, to the light-based art installation inside Ortzi
Restaurant. LUMA also strives to light up the City for each of its guests through strategic
partnerships with nearby institutions and local personalities within the community.
#ChasingLightAtLUMA
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